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Control of the Serine Integrase Reaction: Roles of the
Coiled-Coil and Helix E Regions in DNA Site Synapsis
and Recombination

Sridhar Mandali,a* Reid C. Johnsona,b

aDepartment of Biological Chemistry, David Geffen School of Medicine, University of California, Los Angeles, Los Angeles, California, USA
bMolecular Biology Institute, University of California, Los Angeles, Los Angeles, California, USA

ABSTRACT Bacteriophage serine integrases catalyze highly specific recombination
reactions between defined DNA segments called att sites. These reactions are revers-
ible depending upon the presence of a second phage-encoded directionality factor.
The bipartite C-terminal DNA-binding region of integrases includes a recombinase
domain (RD) connected to a zinc-binding domain (ZD), which contains a long flexi-
ble coiled-coil (CC) motif that extends away from the bound DNA. We directly show
that the identities of the phage A118 integrase att sites are specified by the DNA
spacing between the RD and ZD DNA recognition determinants, which in turn
directs the relative trajectories of the CC motifs on each subunit of the att-bound
integrase dimer. Recombination between compatible dimer-bound att sites requires
minimal-length CC motifs and 14 residues surrounding the tip where the pairing of
CC motifs between synapsing dimers occurs. Our alanine-scanning data suggest that
molecular interactions between CC motif tips may differ in integrative (attP � attB)
and excisive (attL � attR) recombination reactions. We identify mutations in 5 resi-
dues within the integrase oligomerization helix that control the remodeling of
dimers into tetramers during synaptic complex formation. Whereas most of these
gain-of-function mutants still require the CC motifs for synapsis, one mutant effi-
ciently, but indiscriminately, forms synaptic complexes without the CC motifs.
However, the CC motifs are still required for recombination, suggesting a function
for the CC motifs after the initial assembly of the integrase synaptic tetramer.

IMPORTANCE The robust and exquisitely regulated site-specific recombination reac-
tions promoted by serine integrases are integral to the life cycle of temperate bacte-
riophage and, in the case of the A118 prophage, are an important virulence factor
of Listeria monocytogenes. The properties of these recombinases have led to their
repurposing into tools for genetic engineering and synthetic biology. In this report,
we identify determinants regulating synaptic complex formation between correct
DNA sites, including the DNA architecture responsible for specifying the identity of
recombination sites, features of the unique coiled-coil structure on the integrase
that are required to initiate synapsis, and amino acid residues on the integrase oligo-
merization helix that control the remodeling of synapsing dimers into a tetramer
active for DNA strand exchange.

KEYWORDS site-specific DNA recombination, serine recombinase, synaptic complex,
phage A118, Listeria monocytogenes

Bacteriophage integrases catalyze exquisitely regulated DNA recombination reac-
tions that are integral to the life cycles of temperate phages and can lead to symbi-

otic relationships with their bacterial host (1). The DNA rearrangements occur only at
integrase-specific DNA sites, but these can be located on separate DNA molecules to
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yield intermolecular fusions or positioned on the same DNA molecule in a direct or
inverted orientation to yield intramolecular deletions or inversions, respectively.
Reactions are unidirectional yet are reversible under the control of an integrase-specific
recombination directionality factor (RDF) (2). These properties, combined with their
high reaction efficiencies both in vivo and in vitro, make these enzymes attractive for
repurposing into molecular tools for genome engineering and synthetic biology
(3–10). To be most useful in these applications, a comprehensive understanding of the
reaction mechanism and how it is controlled is needed.

There are two major families of phage integrases, those that use a tyrosine-based
and those that use a serine-based active site for DNA chemistry (11). The phage A118
integrase (Int) is a serine recombinase (SR) that is a member of the subfamily of “large”
serine recombinases (LSRs) (12–14). It catalyzes the integration of the phage A118 ge-
nome at the attP locus into the attB locus located within the comK gene on the Listeria
monocytogenes chromosome to generate the hybrid attL and attR sites (Fig. 1A) (15,
16). The reversal of this reaction, phage excision, requires the A118-encoded RDF Gp44
(17). Because the comK product regulates essential virulence genes during growth
within macrophages, the excision of phage A118 is an important determinant of the
pathogenesis of L. monocytogenes (18, 19). Other LSRs regulate terminal differentiation
pathways in microorganisms, such as sporulation in various Gram-positive species or
heterocyst development in cyanobacteria (20–22). Certain LSRs can mediate DNA
transposition (23, 24), and some LSRs are associated with integrative and conjugative
elements through which they promote the horizontal transfer of gene clusters, includ-
ing antibiotic resistance determinants (25, 26). DNA elements conferring resistance to
methicillin and other b-lactam antibiotics in Staphylococcus aureus are mobilized by
LSRs (27, 28).

Like all serine recombinases, LSRs have a relatively conserved catalytic domain fol-
lowed by a long oligomerization helix (helix E). LSRs are distinguished from other SRs
by having a much larger C-terminal segment consisting of two independently folded
DNA-binding domains (Fig. 1B and C) (29). The recombinase domain (RD) is linked to
helix E and connected to the C-terminal zinc-containing domain (ZD) by a flexible poly-
peptide segment. The ZD contains a long flexible coiled-coil (CC) motif that protrudes
away from the DNA. The CC motif is connected to the ZD via unstructured polypeptide
segments leading to its mobility. The crystal structure of an attP half-site complex with
the C-terminal domain (CTD) from phage L1 Int, whose sequence is nearly identical to
that of A118 Int, contains four complexes within the crystallographic asymmetric unit
that each show different trajectories for their CC motifs (30). Crystal structures and bio-
physical properties of CC motifs in isolation have demonstrated that they interact with
each other at their tips (31), and a body of data on several serine integrase systems
provides evidence that this interaction controls the recombination reaction (17,
30–34).

Multiple features of LSR systems are believed to combinatorially regulate the site-
specific recombination reactions (13, 14). As noted above, a distinguishing feature of
this subfamily of SRs is the mobile CC motif. A118 or L1 Int mutants lacking the CC
motif are completely defective in recombination in vitro, although the requirement for
the CC motif is relaxed in intramolecular in vivo reactions (17, 30). The CC motif is pro-
posed to function in the selective pairing of att sites to form the synaptic complex (SC).
The relative trajectories of the CC motifs extending from att sites bound by Int dimers
are proposed to be determined by the sequence architecture of the particular att site,
as diagrammed in Fig. 1B and modeled in Fig. 1C (30, 35). In these models, the DNA
recognition determinants for ZD binding on the 50-bp attP site are extended by a half-
helical DNA turn relative to the 40-bp attB site, which will position the CC motifs on op-
posite sides of the two complexes. These trajectories enable the CCs on Int dimers
bound to attB and attP to interact at their tips (Fig. 1D) (31). The binding of the RDF
(Gp44) to the base of the CC motif and to a second region on the C-terminal domain is
proposed to orient the CC helices of Int dimers bound to attL and attR appropriately
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FIG 1 The A118 integrase reactions and structural models. (A) Phage A118 integration and excision. The A118 integrase
recombines the attP site on the phage genome (thick line) with the attB site in the comK gene of the Listeria chromosome
(thin line) in a reaction inhibited by the phage-encoded Gp44 protein. Gp44 is required for the integrase-catalyzed excision of
the prophage between the hybrid sites attL and attR to regenerate the circular extrachromosomal phage genome. (B)
Schematic representation of the domains of the integrase dimer bound to the different att site sequences. The catalytic
domain (cat) is connected to the recombinase domain (RD) on the opposite side of the DNA duplex through the helix E region
(in brown). The zinc-containing domain (ZD), which is connected to the RD via a flexible peptide linker, can be positioned on
either side of the DNA helix depending on the location of its DNA recognition sequence. DNA exchange occurs over the red
GG core dinucleotide. The color-coding of the Int domains and CC motifs (red) is maintained throughout the figure. (C)
Structural models of the integrase dimer bound to attP, attB, and attL. The mobile CC motifs (red) are oriented in these models
as in chain C in the structure under PDB accession number 4KIS, except for the CC-paired conformation at attL. In the attL CC-
paired model, the CC dimer structure, based on the structures under PDB accession numbers 5U96 for chains A and B and
4KIS for chain C, was manually positioned onto the Int-attL model. No connections were made over the unstructured peptide
segments between the ZDs and the CC motifs (see also reference 31). The helix E segments are yellow in this panel to better
visualize the paired CC motifs. (D) Schematic models of attB � attP and attL � attR synaptic complexes. Modeling suggests
that considerable flexibility within the CC motifs is required to achieve interactions between the tips of the CC motifs of

(Continued on next page)
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for synapsis (Fig. 1D, bottom) (17, 30). Without Gp44, the CC helices from each subunit
bound to attL or attR can associate, thereby potentially locking the dimers into an inac-
tive conformation (Fig. 1C, bottom). Gp44 also inhibits attB � attP recombination,
presumably by directing the CC motifs into a configuration that is incompatible with
functional synapsis.

The helix E region has been shown to be critical for regulating synapsis in small SRs
known as serine resolvases and invertases (36–43) and is likely to be important for LSRs.
During the process of stable SC formation by small SRs, DNA-bound synapsing dimers
merge into a compact tetramer that becomes competent for cleavage and exchange of
DNA strands by subunit rotation (44, 45). The dimer-to-tetramer conversion is the key
control step limiting recombination by small SRs (46–48). This massive conformational
rearrangement involves the remodeling of the helix E regions of the original dimers into
synaptic dimer and rotating dimer interfaces within a tetramer. The only structure avail-
able of a serine integrase catalytic domain is that of a partly isomerized tetramer of
phage TP901 Int that is not in an active conformation for DNA exchange (49).

The final determinant controlling directionality is the orientation of the crossover
dinucleotides at the center of the recombination sites (16, 32, 50–54). The att sites
must be aligned correctly for the cleaved asymmetric core sequences, GG for A118, to
ligate after subunit rotation and generate recombinant products. For attP � attB reac-
tions, the crossover dinucleotide is the sole determinant of site polarity (16, 50, 51).

In the present work, we first directly test the att site architecture hypothesis postu-
lated by Van Duyne and coworkers to specify the identities of the serine integrase att
sites (30). Our analyses of reconstructed A118 att sites provide compelling evidence
that the trajectories of CC motifs are indeed determined by the att site architecture
and that the RDF Gp44 regulates the CC trajectories. We then define molecular aspects
of the CC motifs that are important for controlling synapsis, including the importance
of CC motif length and the finding that some amino acid residues near the tip may dif-
ferentially participate in attB � attP versus Gp44-activated attL � attR reactions. We
show that the helix E region plays an important role in regulating recombination by
identifying key residues on helix E that control synaptic complex formation. One of the
helix E mutants facilitating synapsis overrides the requirement for the CC motifs, result-
ing in promiscuous synapses. Other helix E mutants still require the CC motifs, demon-
strating the functional interplay between the two regions for directional synapsis. The
recombination properties of the CC-independent synapsing mutant suggest a continu-
ing role for the CC motifs after initial synapsis.

RESULTS
Sequence architecture defining A118 att sites. We first directly tested the model

that the spacing between the DNA recognition determinants for the RD and ZD is the
key feature that specifies att site identity (30). In this model, the RD and ZD recognition
sequences in each attB half-site are 5 bp closer to each other than in attP, and the
hybrid attL and attR sites reflect these spacing differences (Fig. 2A). We asked if the
attP sequence could be converted to functional attL and attR sites by deleting 5 bp
between the 7-bp segment bound by the ZD and the 26-bp region surrounding the
central GG crossover dinucleotide on the left and right half-sites, respectively. The 19-
bp segment to the left of the crossover GG in the reconstructed attP.L site shares only
6 bp in common with wild-type (wt) attL. Nevertheless, attP.L recombines with attR as
effectively as attL in Gp44-dependent reactions (Fig. 2B). The reconstructed attP.R
site, which shares only 4 of 12 bp over the RD-binding sequence to the right of the GG
crossover, also efficiently recombines with attL when Gp44 is present (Fig. 2C).
Likewise, the attB site was efficiently converted to functional attL or attR sites by add-

FIG 1 Legend (Continued)
interacting integrase dimers. Gp44 (tan) binding to the base of the CC motif and ZD is proposed to be required to reorient the
CC motifs in attL and attR from the paired configuration within dimers (C, bottom) to trajectories competent for interaction
between dimers to achieve attL � attR synapsis (30).
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ing the 5-bp sequence from attP between the RD core and ZD-binding sites, respec-
tively (Fig. 2A to C). For the reconstructed attB.R site, 11 of 24 bp over the left half-site
are identical to those of wild-type attR (Fig. 2A).

In addition, attP was reconstructed into a functional attB site and attB was recon-
structed into a functional attP site by the deletion or addition, respectively, of the 5-bp

FIG 2 Reconstructed att sites. (A) DNA sequences of the native attP, attB, attL, and attR sites and those reconstructed from attP and attB by
changing the spacing between the ZD and RD recognition determinants. Red bases are the core nucleotides, and base identities between
attP and attB when aligned as shown are marked. (B to E, left) Gels representing products of 20-min Int reactions between 100-bp DNA
fragments containing wt and reconstructed att sites and supercoiled (sc) plasmids containing attR (B), attL (C), attB (D), and attP (E). oc is
open-circular plasmid. Reaction mixtures for panels B and C included Gp44. The recombinant product (rec) is a linear plasmid (Fig. 1A). (F)
Summary table of the recombination specificities of wt and reconstructed att sites.
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linker region on both half-sites (Fig. 2A). attB.P recombined with attB almost as well
as wild-type attP (Fig. 2D). attB.P also exhibited significant recombination with attP,
as is observed with wild-type attP � attP reactions by A118 Int (Fig. 2D). attP.B exhib-
ited recombination with attP equally as efficient as that of the wild-type attB site (Fig.
2E). The specificities of each of the four reconstructed att sites parallel those of the
native sites (Fig. 2F).

Gp44 binding changes the shape of Int-bound complexes with reconstructed
att sites.We showed in a previous report that Int1Gp44 forms electrophoretically dis-
tinct complexes with different att sites (17). For example, the binding of Gp44 to Int-
attB complexes increases the mobility of the DNA complexes through polyacrylamide
relative to attB complexes containing only Int, even though the Gp44-bound com-
plexes have a higher mass. In contrast, Gp44-bound Int complexes with attL, attR, or
attP migrate slower to various extents relative to their respective Int-only complexes.
The differences in mobility induced by Gp44 binding most likely reflect the relative tra-
jectories of the CC motifs on the shape of the complex as it migrates through the gel.
In all cases, the binding of Gp44 to Int on reconstructed att sites results in similar
migrations to the respective wild-type sites (Fig. 3). These include the attB site recon-
structed from attP (attP.B) and attB sites converted into other att sites (attB.L and
attB.R), which are the most diagnostic.

The recombination activities and specificities of the reconstructed att sites, com-
bined with the electrophoretic migrations of att complexes, provide strong support for
ZD-RD spacing solely determining att site functional identity. The underlying mecha-
nism is likely to be the att-site-specific trajectories of the CC motif emanating from the
ZD on the DNA complex, which is altered upon Gp44 binding.

Features of the CC motif important for recombination. (i) The length of the CC
motif is important for recombination. Residues within the tips of the CC motifs have
been shown to be essential for recombination in vitro and are proposed to function in att
site synapsis (17, 30–34). A minimum length of the CC arms would be expected to be
essential in order for the tips to associate. To evaluate whether the length of the CC motif
is important, an Int mutant was constructed that removed two a-helical turns from the
centers of each of the helices within the CC motif (helix K residues 350 to 356 and helix L
residues 391 to 397) (Fig. 4A and B). This mutant, A118 IntccD7, did not support attP � attB
or attL� attR (1Gp44) recombination in vitro (Fig. 4C and E). We replaced the missing resi-
dues within the A118 IntccD7 mutant with residues from the analogous segments of the
TP901 serine integrase to generate A118 IntCC-chimera. Only 1 of the 7 substituted residues
on each CC helix of this mutant is identical to the native A118 sequence (Fig. 4A).
Nevertheless, A118 IntCC-chimera catalyzed attP � attB recombination as well as wild-type Int
(Int-wt) (Fig. 4C). Moreover, attP � attB recombination by IntCC-chimera was inhibited by

FIG 3 Electrophoretic mobilities of Int and Int1Gp44 bound to reconstructed att sites. The binding of the Int
dimer shifts the mobilities of the DNA fragments. Gp44 binding further retards Int complexes on attP, attL, and
attR but increases the electrophoretic mobility on attB complexes, even though the mass is increased by
17 kDa. The differences in migrations are believed to reflect the architectures of the different complexes,
specifically the trajectories of the CC motifs.
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Gp44, in a manner similar to that of Int-wt (Fig. 4D), and Gp44-dependent attL � attR
recombination by IntCC-chimera was as efficient as that of Int-wt (Fig. 4E).

We also constructed an A118 Int mutant in which the CC motifs are extended by
two helical turns by adding 7 residues from TP901 Int to helices K and L (Fig. 4A). The
resulting mutant (A118 Intcc17) was partially active in catalyzing both attP � attB and
attL � attR (1Gp44) recombination (Fig. 4C and E). The less efficient attP � attB recom-
bination by Int containing the longer CC motifs could be influenced, in part, by ena-
bling inhibitory intramolecular interactions when the Int dimer is bound at attB.
Interestingly, attP � attB recombination by A118 Intcc17 was only slightly inhibited by
Gp44 (Fig. 4D), even though Gp44 binds normally to the mutant protein (not shown).

Taken together, these results demonstrate that a minimal length of the CC motif is

FIG 4 The length of the CC motif is important for activity. (A) Alignment of the amino acid residue sequences
of the CC segments from the A118 and TP901 integrases. Below are the sequences of the CC length mutants.
(B) Structure of the L1 integrase RD (green) and ZD (blue) rendered as a transparent surface. The CC motif
(PDB accession number 4KIS for chain C with the tip appended from PDB accession number 5U96 for chain A)
is highlighted in red; cyan denotes the segment deleted in A118 CCD7 or replaced with TP901 residues (A118
chimera). (C) attP � attB deletion reactions by the wt and CC mutant integrases. On the left are plots of
representative reaction time courses, and on the right are gel images of reactions by the Int CC chimera and
Int CC17 mutants. The DNA was digested with NdeI, which cleaves the parental (par) plasmid twice and
linearizes the product circles, prior to agarose gel electrophoresis (see Fig. S4 in the supplemental material). (D)
Gp44 inhibition of attP � attB deletion reactions by wt and mutant integrases. Reactions were performed as
described above for panel C for 20min in the presence of 0, 25, 50, 100, 150, and 200 nM Gp44, and example
data are shown. (E) Gp44-activated attL � attR deletion reactions by the wt and CC mutant integrases.
Reactions were performed as described above for panel D.
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critical for function, which is consistent with a role of the motif in the initiation or stabi-
lization of synapsis. Int proteins containing CC motifs that are extended by 2 additional
helical turns remain partially active, consistent with a flexible coiled-coil structure. This
flexibility may enable tip interactions by the CC17 motifs during attP � attB reactions
even in the presence of Gp44, which for wild-type-length CC motifs is believed to pre-
clude productive interactions. These results also demonstrate that the identities of the
7 residues within the center of the CC helices are not important for recombination or
Gp44 activity, implying that their role is solely to extend the length of the CC. As
expected, an Int mutant deleted for only one side of the CC (helix K residues 350 to
356) is completely defective for recombination in vitro (not shown).

(ii) Residues within the CC tip region important for recombination. The 10 pairs
of CC dimers (6 unique CC pairs) represented in the 3 crystal structures described pre-
viously by Gupta et al. (31) broadly separate into two structurally distinct classes (Fig.
5A; see also Fig. S1 in the supplemental material). When aligned over one CC unit, the
partner units in the two classes exhibit about a 30° rotational difference. Moreover,
there are considerable differences in the positions and interactions of side chains
within the CC interfaces, even within a class. We individually replaced each of the resi-
dues over the interface region between Lys362 and Met383 with alanine to evaluate
which residues are important for promoting Int recombination and to ask whether
there may be differences with respect to how the CC units interact to promote attP �
attB (PB) versus attL � attR (LR) recombination. Each alanine-substituted Int protein
was purified and quantitatively assayed in vitro for intramolecular PB and Gp44-acti-
vated LR recombination. Representative data are shown in Fig. 5B and C, and recombi-
nation efficiencies normalized to those of wild-type Int are plotted in Fig. 5D. Our data
complement and extend the mutant data of Gupta et al. (31), which evaluated PB
recombination by a subset of alanine substitutions primarily in vivo.

The mutant data implicate 14 residues, which when replaced with alanine exhibit
.2-fold decreases in PB and/or LR recombination. The positions of these residues add
experimental support for the front-to-back arrangement of interacting surfaces
between the CC motifs, as observed in the X-ray structures (31). Some of the residues
that exhibit particularly strong mutant phenotypes may also contribute to helix-helix
interactions (e.g., Tyr369 and Leu379) and to the conformation of the loop connecting
the helices (e.g., Gly372) within an individual CC unit. The Arg364 side chain seems to
be particularly important as the alanine substitution nearly abolishes both PB and LR
recombination. Arg364 caps one end of the CC pair interfaces by engaging in multiple
contacts with the critical Tyr369 plus other residues near the top of the partner CC, but
the molecular details of the interactions in the two structural classes vary considerably
(Fig. 5A and Fig. S1).

Significantly, a number of CC mutants exhibited differences with respect to PB ver-
sus LR recombination, with the PB reaction typically being compromised to a greater
extent (Fig. 5D). Among these are K362A, F366A, L368A, Y374A, E378A, and D380A; Fig.
5E gives example time courses for intermolecular recombination reactions by L368A
and Y374A, showing very low rates for PB recombination but intermediate rates for LR
recombination relative to Int-wt. Some of these side chains adopt very different config-
urations in the CC pair structures. For example, the F366 ring is oriented into the center
of the interface of the GH pair, being positioned between Tyr374 and Leu368 and abut-
ting Leu379, whereas F366 is not contacting any of these residues in the partner CC in
the AB pair (Fig. 5A and Fig. S1). In contrast, the side chains of Lys362 and Glu378 are
closely bonded in CC pair AB, but the two side chains are far apart in CC pair GH (Fig.
5A). PB recombination is substantially lower than LR recombination for both K362A
and Glu378A. On the other hand, D367A exhibits nearly wt PB recombination rates,
but initial LR rates are 3-fold lower (Fig. 5F). The Asp367 side chain is positioned to
hydrogen bond with Tyr369 in CC pair GH but not in the AB pair. The differences in the
activities of these mutants, together with differences in the molecular interactions,
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FIG 5 Alanine-scanning mutagenesis of residues over the tip of the CC motif. (A) Structure of CC pairs over their tip regions from the structure
under PDB accession number 5U96. On the left, the AB and GH pairs were aligned over chain A (red) and chain G (pink) to highlight the
rotational differences between interacting chain B (silver) and chain H (green), respectively. On the right are the AB and GH CC pairs with
selected interacting side chains shown to illustrate differences in the interfaces. The ion pair between Lys362 and Glu378 is denoted on CC pair
AB, but it is not present in CC pair GH. See Fig. S1 in the supplemental material for a rotated (end-on) view of the interface highlighting
differences. (B) Representative intramolecular attP � attB deletion reactions by a set of CC alanine mutants. (C) Representative intramolecular
Gp44-activated attL � attR deletion reactions by the same set of CC alanine mutants. Reactions in panels B and C were done for 20min. (D)
Bar graph depicting the relative reaction efficiencies for attP � attB and attL � attR reactions by each mutant. Percent recombination values
from 2 to 4 deletion reactions (20min) were averaged and scaled relative to Int-wt. (E) Representative time courses of intermolecular fusion
reactions by Int-wt and selected mutants showing very low recombination rates for both attP � attB (left) and attL � attR (right) (Int-L379A) or
poor recombination for attP � attB in comparison to attL � attR (Int-L368A and -Y374A). (F) Representative time courses of attP � attB and
attL � attR intermolecular reactions by Int-wt and Int-D367A, which is more defective for attL � attR reactions.
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suggest that the CC interfaces responsible for promoting PB and LR recombination
may not be identical.

The shape of attL-Int dimer complexes is altered by CC tip mutants. As
described above and by Mandali et al. (17), the electrophoretic migrations of Int-att
complexes reflect the shape of the specific att site complex as manifested by the tra-
jectories of the CC motifs. In Int-attP complexes, the CC motifs are not predicted to
interact with each other, and thus, mutational changes within the CCs are not
expected to have an effect on the migrations of the complexes. As expected, the
migrations of attP complexes containing Int dimers with the different alanine substitu-
tions are unaffected (Fig. 6A). The CC motifs of Int dimer complexes bound to attL and
attR are postulated to be associated with each other in an inhibitory conformation,
thereby forming a more compact complex structure (30). We find that a subset of CC
mutant Int dimers bound to attL migrate distinctly slower than those formed by Int-wt
(Fig. 6B and Fig. S2A). Most prominent among the members of this subset are R364A,
F366A, L368A, Y369A, I370A, Y374, and L379A, which correspond to those exhibiting
the largest recombination defects. The slower migrations by these mutants imply a
less compact structure whereby the CC motifs are less frequently associated with each
other. Where tested, similar electrophoretic migration patterns were observed for com-
plexes on attR (not shown), as expected, due to the structural similarity with attL com-
plexes. The binding of the RDF Gp44 is proposed to disrupt the intramolecular CC con-
tacts within Int dimers bound to attL or attR; therefore, the migration differences by
Int-CC mutant complexes with attL are predicted to be abrogated when Gp44 is
cobound. For all mutants tested, including those showing altered migrations without
Gp44, Int-attL complexes formed in the presence of Gp44 migrated indistinguishably
from Gp44-bound Int-wt complexes (Fig. S3).

In summary, the gel migration data provide physical evidence supporting the con-
clusion that the CC tip mutations directly affect CC-CC interactions and that CC motifs
from the subunits of dimers bound to attL (and attR) are associating with each other
without Gp44 but not in the presence of Gp44. McEwan et al. reported evidence for CC
interactions between subunits of fC31 Int dimers bound at attB (34), but gel

FIG 6 Electrophoretic migrations of CC alanine mutants bound at attP and attL. Int CC mutants were bound to
100-bp DNA fragments containing attP (A) or attL (B) and subjected to native PAGE (37.5:1 polyacrylamide-
bisacrylamide) (Fig. S2 in the supplemental material shows examples at a 59:1 acrylamide ratio). Slow
migrations by CC mutants relative to Int-wt observed on attL correlate with defective recombination and imply
a less compact structure that is consistent with the CC motifs in a more open configuration. The binding of
Gp44 to mutant Int-attL complexes abrogates the mobility differences (Fig. S3).
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migration experiments provide little support for CC interactions within A118 Int dimers
bound at attB (Fig. S2B). The CC motif region of fC31 Int is predicted to be longer
than that in A118 (14), which may explain this difference.

Gp44-independent attL 3 attR recombination by Int-CC tip mutants. CC tip
mutants that disrupt inhibitory intramolecular dimer interactions at attL and attR but
retain sufficient affinities to promote synapsis potentially could enable some Gp44-in-
dependent LR recombination. We therefore tested each of the alanine substitutions for
their ability to support Gp44-independent LR recombination in vitro, where product
formation by Int-wt is completely dependent upon the RDF. Detectable LR recombi-
nant products were observed only for F366A (Fig. S4A), but the Gp44-independent LR
reaction was very poor. Other amino acid substitutions at residue 366 were evaluated
for Gp44-independent LR recombination. F366K exhibited a similarly low efficiency as
F366A, and F366L gave a trace of products; F366M/Y/W gave no detectable activity
(Fig. S4B). We conclude that efficient CC tip interactions between synapsing dimers are
of dominant importance for LR recombination and that destabilization of intramolecu-
lar CC interactions within dimers bound to attL and attR is insufficient for LR recombi-
nation in vitro by A118 Int.

Gupta et al. reported that several CC tip mutants of L1 Int gave weak RDF-inde-
pendent LR recombination in vivo, with F366A being the strongest (31). Rowley et al.
isolated the mutation Y475H within the CC-pairing region of fC31 Int in a genetic
screen for mutants able to support weak RDF-independent LR recombination in vivo;
this mutant was not active for LR and exhibited low PB recombination in vitro (32).
Tyr475 in fC31 Int is predicted to correspond to Tyr369 in A118/L1 Int where an ala-
nine substitution severely reduces PB and LR recombination (31; this study). The fC31
Int mutant E449K exhibits robust RDF-independent LR recombination in vivo and in
vitro. This substitution is located at the base of the CC motif and is believed to affect
the trajectory of the CC motif emanating from the ZD (32, 55).

Role of helix E residues in controlling synapsis. A set of residues in the helix E
regions and catalytic domains of small SRs have been shown to control the remodeling
of dimers into synaptic tetramers, which is the key step regulating SC formation by
these enzymes (46–48). We wondered if similar principles operate for the LSRs that
uniquely contain CC motifs and, if so, how these distinct structural units cooperate to
regulate the recombination reaction.

Wild-type A118 Int forms few, if any, SCs that are detectable by gel electrophoresis
under a variety of conditions (e.g., see Fig. 7B). These include reaction mixtures con-
taining different divalent cations, EDTA, or alcohols like glycerol or ethylene glycol; the
use of catalytically defective mutants; or DNA modifications (nicks or phosphoro-
thioates) around the DNA exchange site, which have been found to stabilize or irrever-
sibly trap SCs in various SRs (50, 56, 57). There have been extensive studies on gain-of-
function mutants of small SRs, which have often been identified through genetic
screens. Many of these mutants are hyperactive for recombination and both alleviate
the requirement for required cofactors and accumulate SCs, which are not detectable
in the respective wild-type reactions. Using the wealth of data from the small SR sys-
tems, we introduced specific amino acid substitutions into the A118 Int catalytic and
helix E regions, and the resulting mutant proteins were purified and screened for SC
formation by gel electrophoresis. Of the 17 positions where one or more substitutions
were evaluated, changes at 5 residues (Phe113, Met117, Gly119, Leu121, and Leu127),
which were all within the helix E region (Fig. 7A and H), were found to accumulate sub-
stantial amounts of SCs. As shown in Fig. 7A, these positions are associated with hyper-
activating mutations in small SRs, even though the identities of the residues vary con-
siderably. The properties of these mutants are described below, and the structural
bases for their gain-of-function activities are considered in Discussion.

SCs were identified from reactions in which mutant Int proteins were incubated
with 32P-labeled attB plus 4- to 5-fold-larger amounts of unlabeled attP fragments (Fig.
7B). Labeled complexes migrating slower than the dimer-attB complex were observed
for A118 Int mutants F113Y, M117I, G119Y, L121I, and L127V. The formation of these
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FIG 7 Helix E residues controlling synaptic complex formation. (A) Sequence of the N-terminal segment of the E helices of SRs
over the region in contact with their catalytic domain or partner helix E. Blue-shaded residues are the positions of gain-of-
function mutations in A118 integrase (this work), Hin DNA invertase (38, 39, 43), Tn3 or gd resolvase (37, 41), Sin resolvase (42),
and fC31 Int (61) that enhance SC formation. Three LSR sequences are also given with gray shading, indicating identities with
the A118 integrase: a putative conjugative transposon recombinase from Clostridium difficile used for structural modeling (PDB
accession number 3G13) (see panel H), the TP901 integrase, and the more distantly related fC31 integrase. (B) SC formation by
A118 mutants. Reactions with the different A118 proteins employed 100-bp 32P-labeled attB and excess 60-bp attP fragments.
Proteins in the right panel have their CC motifs deleted. (C) Migration of SCs formed by Int-M117I and -L127V with 100-bp 32P-
labeled attB and excess 60- or 200-bp attP fragments. (D) Specificity of att site synapsis by A118 mutants. Example gels are given
for Int-M117I and -L121I reactions with 100-bp 32P-labeled attB and excess 60-bp attB, attP, attL, and attR fragments in the
absence and presence of Gp44. Note that Gp44 binding (*) to the Int dimer on attB shifts the complex to a faster-migrating
species. A complete set of specificity gels is provided in Fig. S5 in the supplemental material. (E) Summary of att site synapsis
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complexes was enhanced by high att DNA concentrations ($25nM) and 10 to 30% eth-
ylene glycol in the reaction buffer, and the SCs were stabilized during electrophoresis by
low temperature and glycerol in the polyacrylamide gel. The presence of two DNA frag-
ments in the radiolabeled SC was confirmed for Int-M117I, whereby complexes formed
with labeled 100-bp attB fragments and unlabeled 60- or 200-bp attP fragments
migrated increasingly slower, respectively, reflecting their different DNA masses (Fig. 7C).
Complexes formed by L127V migrated faster than the SCs formed by the other 4
mutants (Fig. 7B), albeit small amounts of similarly migrating complexes were occasion-
ally observed for the other mutants. The faster-migrating complexes generated by
L127V did not contain a second DNA fragment, as shown in experiments employing dif-
ferent-length attP segments (Fig. 7C), but their formation depended upon the addition
of the attP fragment to the reaction mixture. We believe that these complexes have an
Int tetramer bound to a single 32P-labeled attB fragment and that the second att site
DNA (unlabeled attP) was lost during the dimer-tetramer remodeling reaction forming
the synaptic complex or during gel electrophoresis. An alternative explanation is that Int
bound to labeled attB captured a second unliganded dimer from solution or that L127V
is a tetramer in solution. These possibilities seem less likely because the formation of the
high-mobility SC by L127V is dependent upon the presence of the attP fragment, and
size exclusion chromatography (SEC) revealed L127V to be primarily dimeric.

Each of the helix E mutants was coupled with the CC motif deletion and assayed for
SC formation (Fig. 7B, right). Most of the mutants were unable to form attB-attP SCs
without their CC motifs. However, M117I-DCC efficiently formed SCs, and G119Y-DCC
formed a small amount of SCs. The dependence on the CC motifs for SC formation by
F113Y, L121I, and L127V and enhancement by G119Y provides direct evidence for the
function of the CC motifs in initiating or stabilizing synapsis.

We asked whether the helix E mutants exhibited att site specificity for SC formation
that reflected recombination by Int-wt. Reactions were performed using 32P-labeled attB
or 32P-labeled attL and excess amounts of each of the 4 unlabeled att sites in the absence
or presence of Gp44. Figure 7D shows representative gels for M117I and L121I, and the
results for all mutants are given in Fig. S5 and summarized in Fig. 7E. F113Y and L121I ex-
hibit att-site-specific, Gp44-regulated synapsis as SCs are observed only in attB� attP reac-
tions in the absence of Gp44 and attL � attL or attR reactions in the presence of Gp44.
L127V may fall into this class, but Gp44-activated attL-attL and attL-attR SCs were not
apparent, although they may be obscured by the electrophoretic mobility shift generated
by Gp44 binding (Fig. S5). The specificity of SC formation by these mutants correlates with
their requirement for the CC motifs. In contrast, M117I exhibited promiscuous synapsis;
SCs were generated with all combinations of att sites tested regardless of the presence of
Gp44. Significantly, these included complexes involving attL and attR in the absence of
Gp44, indicating that potential inhibitory CC motif interactions within a dimer bound to
these sites are not preventing SC formation. G119Y formed significant amounts of attB-
attP and all four complexes with attL in the presence of Gp44, albeit attL-attL and attL-attR
were the most abundant of those formed with 32P-labeled attL (Fig. S5). The promiscuous
nature of SC formation by M117I and, to a lesser extent, G119Y is consistent with their re-
spective lack or reduced dependence on the CC motifs for synapsis (Fig. 7B).

We considered a model in which M117I is a tetramer in solution, thereby explaining its
lack of att site specificity and CC independence of SC formation. The binding of a preas-

FIG 7 Legend (Continued)
specificities by the A118 integrase mutants. 1f indicates a higher-mobility complex that is missing the attP DNA. (2) indicates not
detected but that a higher-mobility SC could be obscured by the Gp44-bound dimeric complex (but see Fig. S5B). (F) SEC of Int-
M117 without and with incubation with attP DNA. The trace of the DNA only (60-bp attP) and peaks of MW standards (catalase,
232 kDa; aldolase, 158 kDa; BSA, 67 kDa) are shown. AU, arbitrary units. (G) Recombination frequencies of wt and mutant A118
integrases with or without their CC motifs. Results are the averages and standard deviations from 20-min attB � attP deletion
reactions relative to the wt (0.5566 0.033 deletions/substrate molecule). (H) Structural model of the A118 integrase dimer over the
catalytic domain and helix E regions highlighting the locations of the SC-forming mutations in helix E. The catalytic domain of one
subunit is rendered as a surface with its helix E as a dark green ribbon and the native side chains of the mutant residues in red
(Ca red sphere for Gly119). The model is based on the structure under PDB accession number 3G13 (see Materials and Methods).
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sembled tetramer to one att site could then indiscriminately capture a second att site. Size
exclusion chromatography was used to address the solution quaternary state of M117I.
M117I is primarily a dimer in solution at concentrations well above those used in SC reactions,
in both the presence (Fig. 7F) and the absence (not shown) of ethylene glycol. Under SC for-
mation conditions in the presence of attP DNA, peaks consistent with the attP-bound dimer
and tetrameric SCs were observed along with the free DNA (Fig. 7F). We conclude that the as-
sembly pathway for SC formation by the promiscuous mutant M117I involves dimers binding
to att sites followed by the DNA-bound dimers assembling into synaptic tetramers.

The SC-forming mutants were evaluated for recombination activity in intramolecu-
lar attP � attB reactions (Fig. 7G). These reactions were performed under standard
recombination conditions since the addition of ethylene glycol inhibits recombination
by Int-wt. All of the mutants exhibited reduced recombination efficiencies compared
with the wt, with G119Y supporting about 83% and the others supporting between 31
and 46% of the wt reaction. No recombinants were detectable for the mutants deleted
for their CC motifs except for G119Y, which gave a trace of intramolecular PB deletion
products. Even M117I-DCC, which efficiently assembled stable SCs, did not generate
detectable recombinants, including in reaction mixtures where ethylene glycol was
added. The requirement of the CC motifs for recombination by M117I and G119Y sug-
gests that the CC motifs may also function after initial synapsis, perhaps to facilitate
complete isomerization to the active tetramer conformation (see Discussion).

Int-mediated DNA cleavage under SC-forming conditions was evaluated by quench-
ing SC reactions performed with labeled DNA fragments or plasmid substrates using
SDS or 0.1 M HCl. Only very small amounts of double-strand cleavages were observed
for F113Y, M117I, G119Y, and L121I, and none was detected for L127V. The lack of effi-
cient DNA cleavage contrasts with gain-of-function mutants at the analogous positions
in the Hin invertase, which often form synaptic complexes containing the recombinase
subunits covalently linked with the cleaved DNA ends (38, 39, 43).

DISCUSSION

In this work, we have explored mechanisms underlying the control of site-specific
recombination reactions by the phage A118 serine integrase. We provide direct evidence
that the identities of the four att recombination sites are determined solely by the spacing
between the RD and ZD recognition sequences. The specificities of the reconstructed att
sites confirm the model initially proposed by Van Duyne and coworkers based on their
X-ray structure of the Int (L1)-attP complex and on point mutagenesis of the attP sequence
(30, 35). The ZD is positioned on the same face (attP half-site) or opposite face (attB half-
site) of the DNA helix relative to the RD (Fig. 1). The relative orientations of the ZD at each
att half-site determine the trajectories of the CC motifs, which protrude from the ZD up to
;100Å from the DNA surface. The CC motif trajectories are further influenced by the bind-
ing of the RDF, as evidenced by the electrophoretic migrations of Int-att DNA complexes
with and without Gp44 by native PAGE (17; this study). The electrophoretic migrations of
the reconstructed att complexes recapitulate those of the native sites.

The tips of the CC motifs are proposed to interact at an early step in SC formation
to juxtapose Int dimers bound to the correct att sites (30). This model predicts that the
lengths of the CC arms would be important because they must extend beyond the sur-
face of the catalytic domains to enable contacts between synapsing dimers (Fig. 1D).
Indeed, we find that truncation of two helical turns from the middle of the CC motif
generates a mutant that is nearly completely inactive for PB and LR recombination, but
a construct that regains the length by addition of the same number of nonnative resi-
dues fully restores activity. Structural modeling of synaptic complexes suggests that
the synapsing CC motifs must bend in order for the tips to interact with each other in
a manner consistent with the X-ray structures of CC motif pairs and then for the dimers
to isomerize into a tetramer to generate the chemically active synaptic complex (31).
Such flexibility is consistent with the partial structures of the CC arms in the four com-
plexes present in the L1-CTD attP crystal structure (30). Nevertheless, the extension of
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the length of the CC arms by two helical turns partially compromises PB and LR recom-
bination. Strikingly, when the CC motifs are extended, Gp44 no longer efficiently inhib-
its PB recombination. The increased length of the flexible CC arms may enable CC tip
interactions even when the RDF has altered their trajectories such that the wild-type
length is insufficient.

A comprehensive alanine scan over 22 residues spanning the tip of the CC motif
identified 14 residues as having significant roles in PB and/or LR recombination. The
locations of these residues are consistent with the front-to-back interactions observed
in the crystal structures and selective mutagenesis studies by Gupta et al. (31). Even
though the mutagenesis data generally indicate that the contact surfaces are similar
for PB and LR recombination, quantitative differences exhibited by a subset of the
mutants imply that the molecular interactions between CC partners in the different
recombination reactions are not identical. For example, K362A, F366A, L368A, Y374A,
E378A, and D380A exhibit up to 10-fold-lower initial rates for PB than for LR recombi-
nation, whereas D367A is reduced 3-fold for LR recombination but unaltered for PB
recombination. The differences in mutant activities may be correlated with differences
in the interfaces of CC pairs revealed in crystal structures (Fig. 5A; see also Fig. S1 in
the supplemental material). Although the current data are insufficient to make firm
assignments, generally, the AB and EF pairs (PDB accession number 5U96) seem to bet-
ter correlate with the attP � attB mutation data, and the CD and GH pairs better fit the
attL � attR mutation data. Nonidentical CC interfaces within the two SC structures are
consistent with the modeling of the attP-attB and attL-attR SCs, where different distor-
tions to the CC helix regions are required in order to achieve pairing of the tips.

Initial CC-mediated pairing between subunits of synapsing dimers will localize the
N-terminal ends of the E helices proximal to each other (Fig. 1D) in a configuration
primed for remodeling into the active tetramer. Gupta et al. have measured pairing
between CC units to occur with a dissociation constant (Kd) of ;20mM (31). Only
dimers bound at attP and attB (or weakly between dimers bound to two attP sites for
A118 Int) in either orientation and dimers bound at attL and attR (with the RDF) in the
correct orientation for producing recombinants after DNA exchange are modeled to
be able to form CC connections that juxtapose the N termini of the E helices from syn-
apsing dimers. The role of the CC motifs in positioning the N termini of the E helices
from synapsing dimers of serine integrases is analogous to the function of the Fis-
bound enhancer for DNA inversion reactions or auxiliary resolvases and sometimes
DNA bending proteins for deletion reactions by small SRs (46–48). Simultaneous open-
ing of both dimers to expose their helix E surfaces is believed to trigger remodeling
into the chemically active tetramer.

Forces controlling the dimer-tetramer transition during SC formation can be identi-
fied in gain-of-function mutants that lower the activation energy for remodeling by
destabilizing the dimer and/or stabilizing the tetramer. Although SCs formed by A118
Int-wt are formed too transiently or are too unstable to be observed by native gel elec-
trophoresis, amino acid substitutions at 5 positions within the E helix region allow SCs
to be isolated. These gain-of-function mutants highlight the importance of the oligo-
merization E helices in controlling the dimer-tetramer conversion by serine integrases
in a manner similar to that of small SRs. The residues that we have identified that con-
trol the dimer-tetramer conversion are predicted to be involved in (i) interactions
between dimer subunits, (ii) interactions between helix E and the catalytic domain of
the same subunit, or (iii) stabilization of the tetramer conformation by the mutant side
chain. Our discussion that follows regarding the functional effects of the mutations is
based on modeling of the A118 catalytic domain and helix E oligomerization region
primarily in the dimer state (Fig. 7H) and detailed studies of analogous mutants in the
small SRs (e.g., Hin,gd /Tn3 resolvases, and Sin) (37–39, 42–44, 58).

A118 Int residues Phe113 and Leu127 engage in dimeric interactions and are mod-
eled to transition through a complex set of interactions during the conversion of the
dimer to the active tetramer (39, 44). Thus, the chemically similar mutant side chains
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present in A118 Int-F113Y and -L127V may partially destabilize the dimer and facilitate
dimer-tetramer isomerization. Although sometimes observed with the other mutants,
SCs generated by L127V consistently have lost one of the att site DNA fragments. The
quaternary rearrangement may transition through a step that destabilizes the binding
of one or possibly both synapsing DNA molecules.

The side chains of A118 Int-Met117 and -Leu121, where isoleucine substitutions
promote stable SCs, are predicted to be positioned against the catalytic domain of the
same subunit within the dimer (Fig. 7H). These are the positions of some of the strong-
est hyperactivating mutations in Hin (38). Modeling of the A118 Int dimer indicates
that the aliphatic side chains are inserted into a cleft in the catalytic domain of the
same polypeptide chain, similar to analogous residues in small SRs. During remodeling
into the synaptic tetramer, the side chains rotate out of the cleft and are repositioned
onto the surface of the interface that rotates during DNA exchange (38, 39, 44). Thus,
changes in these residues are predicted to destabilize the dimer conformation.
Although Hin mutants with changes at these positions efficiently form SCs that cleave
DNA, they often fail to complete recombination because of ligation defects due to
their position within the rotating interface of the tetramer. Substitutions could thus
also destabilize the final active tetramer conformation.

M117I was the strongest of the A118 gain-of-function Int mutants that we isolated
as it was the only one that efficiently formed SCs both without the CC motifs and with-
out regard to the identities of the att sites. However, larger amounts of SCs containing
attB and attP and, when Gp44 was present, attL and attR were formed over other att
site combinations, indicating that the CC motifs still enhanced synapsis of the correct
att sites (Fig. S5). The promiscuous nature of att site synapsis with the CC-independent
mutant, in comparison to the stringent specificity of the other CC-dependent SC-form-
ing mutants, provides strong support for the role of the CC motifs in controlling the att
site specificity of synapsis.

We find it significant that M117I efficiently forms SCs with attL and attR in the ab-
sence of Gp44 because the CC motifs between dimeric subunits bound to these sites
would be expected to interact and form a blocked complex. This result suggests that
either the conformation of CC-bound dimers bound to attL and attR is competent for
transitioning into a stable synaptic tetramer or the intradimer CC motif contacts are
sufficiently dynamic to ineffectively block SC formation. The functional properties of
the A118 Int-M117I mutation resemble those generated by the fC31 Int-E449K muta-
tion, which is located at the base of the CC motif and believed to affect the trajectory
of the CC motif. Like A118 Int-M117I, fC31 Int-E449K efficiently forms SCs without
regard to the identity of att sites and the presence of the cognate RDF (32, 55).

G119Y is able to weakly form SCs in the absence of its CC motifs and exhibits pro-
miscuous SC formation when Gp44 is present. The large side chain substitution is mod-
eled to potentially clash with residues in the loop between b4 and b5 of the partner
subunit and thereby destabilize the dimer, as is observed with the analogous Hin-
H107Y mutant (39). A partially destabilized dimer would be consistent with the pres-
ence of small but reproducible amounts of monomer-bound att sites by G119Y, which
are normally rarely observed (e.g., see Fig. S5 in the supplemental material). The G119Y
substitution is likely to also stabilize the tetramer conformation in a manner similar to
that of the Sin gain-of-function mutation Q117R. An X-ray structure of the Sin-Q117R
tetramer shows the mutant arginines engaged in pi-stacking interactions that stabilize
the synaptic tetramer (58). A similar model involving the stacking of mutant tyrosine
side chains in the tetramer was proposed for the analogous Hin hyperactive mutant
H107Y (39).

A difference between the A118 Int SC-forming mutants and most SC-forming
mutants of the small SR family members is that the att sites within Int SCs are poorly or
not at all (L127V) cleaved and covalently associated with the recombinase through a
phosphoserine linkage. This could indicate that the Int proteins within these SCs are
not fully isomerized to the chemically active conformation. It has been proposed that
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the remodeling of small SR dimers into the active tetramer may occur in two steps (39,
59). The first step involves the merging of the E helices from each dimer to generate a
tetramer, whose conformation is represented by X-ray structures of the TP901 Int tet-
ramer (PDB accession number 3BVP [49]) and one of the gd resolvase tetramers (PDB
accession number 2GM5 [60]). In this tetramer, the equivalents of A118 Int residues
Met117 and Leu121 have rotated their side chains out of their catalytic domain pocket,
but the chemically active catalytic site and flat rotating interface are not yet formed.
The proteins within the stable SCs formed by the A118 helix E mutants may be in this
intermediate, yet stable, conformation. A second conformational step that involves the
rotation of the catalytic domain around the peptide backbone just prior to the start of
helix E is required to generate the active tetramer competent for DNA cleavage and
subunit rotation (39, 44). Consistent with this 2-step model, mutations at Val129 proxi-
mal to the start of helix E in fC31 Int can lead to the enhanced formation of SCs, but
like the A118 mutants, these SCs exhibit low enzymatic activity (61). Similar pheno-
types have been observed for mutations at the “hinge” residues Gly101 (and Asp/
Glu102) ingd /Tn3 resolvases and Ser99 in Hin (37, 39, 41, 44, 60).

Single-molecule studies by Fan and colleagues have provided evidence that fC31
Int forms short-lived abortive nonrecombinogenic SCs, in addition to productive SCs
that generate recombinants (62). It is not clear if these complexes relate to the path-
way to productive SCs or to the stable SCs identified by gel electrophoresis or SEC of
the A118 Int helix E mutants. Whereas the effects of the E449K mutation, which is
believed to affect the trajectory of the CC motifs, imply a role of the CC motifs in the
formation of recombinogenic SCs (55), the abortive SCs form indiscriminately with
regard to att site identity and the presence of the RDF (where tested).

In summary, the properties of the A118 helix E mutants demonstrate the interplay
between the CC motifs and the E helices in controlling the recombination reaction.
They provide strong evidence that the CC motifs function in, and are required for, the
initial steps of att site synapsis where site identity and directionality (for attL-attR com-
plexes) are evaluated as a function of the att site architecture. The M117I mutation in
helix E overrides the requirement for the CC motifs for SC formation, and as a conse-
quence, att site specificity for synapsis is lost. The CC motifs are still required for recom-
bination by M117I, however, suggesting that the CC motifs also function at a step after
initial synapsis, perhaps to complete tetramer remodeling to the active conformation.
The importance of the particular helix E residues for synapsis in A118 Int suggests that
principles learned from the small SRs regarding the control of synaptic tetramer forma-
tion are applicable to the LSRs.

MATERIALS ANDMETHODS
Plasmids and protein purification. The descriptions of plasmids used in this work are summarized

in Table S1 in the supplemental material. Oligonucleotides (IDT) specifying the reconstructed att sites
(Fig. 2A) were annealed and ligated into the SmaI site of pUC18 to give pRJ3193 to pRJ3196, pRJ3231,
and pRJ3232. Amino acid substitution mutations within the Int gene were generated in pRJ2184
(pET15b A118 int) or pRJ3259 (pRJ2184 intDCC) by the QuikChange method using Q5 polymerase (New
England BioLabs). Deletions or additions were generated by inverse PCR followed by ligation. Int and
Gp44 proteins for purification were expressed in RJ3387 [Escherichia coli BL21(DE3) endA8::tet fis::kan-
767]. N-terminally His-tagged Int proteins were expressed at 10°C from pRJ2184 and purified by chroma-
tography through Ni-nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) and heparin-Sepharose 6 Fast Flow resins as described
previously (16). Intein-tagged Gp44 was expressed from pGV2710 (G. Van Duyne, University of
Pennsylvania), purified using Ni-NTA and chitin resins as described previously (17), and then, following
intein cleavage by 100mM 2-mercaptoethanol, chromatographed through heparin-Sepharose 6 Fast
Flow. Protein aliquots were stored in a solution containing 20mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 0.3 M NaCl (Gp44) or
1 M NaCl (Int), 2mM dithiothreitol (DTT), and 50% glycerol at280°C.

Recombination reactions. Intermolecular plasmid by linear DNA recombination reactions were per-
formed under the conditions described previously (16, 17). Reaction mixtures contained 0.03 pmol plas-
mid DNA (pRJ2214 [attP], pRJ2215 [attB], pRJ2191 [attL], and pRJ2193 [attR]) and 0.09 pmol 100-bp att
fragment DNA in a 20-ml solution containing 20mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 100mM KCl, 5mM spermidine,
2.5mM DTT, 5mM MgCl2, 30mg/ml bovine serum albumin (BSA), and 5% glycerol. Int (1 pmol dimer) or
Int preincubated at 23°C with Gp44 (final amount, 4 pmol monomer) was added at 23°C, and the reac-
tion mixture was incubated at 30°C. One-hundred-base-pair att fragments were generated by PCR using
the above-mentioned plasmids or pRJ2986 and pRJ3244 as the templates and purified by PAGE.
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Reactions were terminated by SDS, and products were resolved on 1% agarose gels. Intramolecular reac-
tions were performed similarly except that 0.02 pmol pRJ3244 (attB � attP) or pRJ2986 (attL � attR) was
the substrate. After heat inactivation (65°C), the products were digested with NdeI to linearize each dele-
tion circle product prior to agarose gel electrophoresis.

DNA binding assays: Int, Gp44, and synaptic complexes. 32P-labeled DNA fragments were gener-
ated by PCR after 59 labeling of one or both primers by polynucleotide kinase and [g-32P]ATP and puri-
fied by PAGE. DNA-binding reactions by Int and Int1Gp44, followed by electrophoresis on native poly-
acrylamide gels, were performed as described previously (16, 17).

Synaptic complex reactions were performed as follows. Int (0.5 to 1.0 pmol dimer) was added to a
20-ml reaction mix containing 20mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 0.2 M KCl, 5mM DTT, 0.1mg/ml BSA, 25% ethylene
glycol, 50mg/ml sonicated salmon sperm DNA, 0.1 pmol labeled att DNA fragment, and 0.6 pmol unla-
beled att DNA fragment. For reactions employing Gp44, Int and Gp44 (5-fold over the Int concentration)
were preincubated in a solution containing 20mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 0.3 M NaCl, 2mM DTT, 0.1mg/ml
BSA, and 5% glycerol for 5min at 23°C before adding them to the reaction mixture. Reaction mixtures
were incubated for 10min at 30°C and then applied to a 6% 39:1 acrylamide-bisacrylamide gel contain-
ing 10% glycerol in 0.5� Tris-borate-EDTA buffer at 4°C. DNA-binding gels were imaged using a
Typhoon phosphorimager (Cytiva).

Size exclusion chromatography. Int (20mM) was buffer exchanged into 0.3ml of a solution con-
taining 20mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 0.3 M KCl, 2mM DTT, and 30% ethylene glycol containing 60mM 60-bp
attP duplex oligonucleotides, using a 0.5-ml Amicon Ultra filter unit (10,000 molecular weight [MW];
Millipore). After 15min at 4°C, the reaction mixture was concentrated to about 0.1ml with the Amicon
Ultra filter unit and injected into a Superdex 200 16/60 column equilibrated in the same buffer except
for 30% glycerol in place of ethylene glycol and chromatographed at a flow rate of 1ml/min at 4°C.

Structural modeling.Modeling of the A118 integrase dimer structure to att sites was performed with
PyMOL (Schrödinger [http://www.pymol.org]) and Coot (63) using the structure of the phage L1 integrase
CTD bound to the A118 attP half-site described previously by Van Duyne and coworkers (PDB accession
number 4KIS [chains C, I, and J]) (30) and a model of the catalytic domain based on thegd resolvase X-ray
structure (PDB accession number 1GDT) (64). The L1 CTD is 97.5% identical to that of A118 integrase, and
the helix E regions are identical in sequence. Intact CC motifs were appended from the structure under
PDB accession number 5U96 (chain A) (31). DNA (helical twist of 34.2°) was generated by w3DNA (65).

Additional models of the A118 Int catalytic domain plus the helix E dimer structure were generated with
Modeller (66) and Phyre2 (67). The A118 Int sequence was threaded onto a template of the structure under
PDB accession number 3G13 (putative conjugative transposon recombinase dimer from Clostridium difficile
[Modeller and Phyre2]) or 3GUV (resolvase family site-specific recombinase dimer from Streptococcus pneu-
moniae [Phyre2]). Alignment of A118 Int residues 1 to 145 by Clustal Omega gives 24% identity and 50% sim-
ilarity with the structure under PDB accession number 3G13 and 30% identity and 59% similarity with the
structure under accession number 3GUV. The relative positions, and conclusions based thereof, of the helix E
gain-of-function mutants are essentially identical in the three models. However, the Phyre2 models appear
off-register over the b4 region, which affects the catalytic domain core structure, due to the positioning of a
1-residue indel. Thus, we selected the PDB accession number 3G13-based model structure by Modeller for
illustration. Structure figures were prepared using PyMOL.
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